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Suggestions for using Guidelines
Set aside a regular time and place, if possible, when and where you can read 
and pray undisturbed. Before you begin, take time to be still and, if you find 
it helpful, use the BRF Prayer on page 6.

In Guidelines, the introductory section provides context for the passages or 
themes to be studied, while the units of comment can be used daily, weekly or 
whatever best fits your timetable. You will need a Bible (more than one if you 
want to compare different translations) as Bible passages are not included. 
Please don’t be tempted to skip the Bible reading because you know the 
passage well. We will have utterly failed if we don’t bring our readers into 
engagement with the word of God. At the end of each week is a ‘Guidelines’ 
section, offering further thoughts about or practical application of what you 
have been studying.

Occasionally, you may read something in Guidelines that you find par-
ticularly challenging, even uncomfortable. This is inevitable in a series of 
notes which draws on a wide spectrum of contributors and doesn’t believe 
in ducking difficult issues. Indeed, we believe that Guidelines readers much 
prefer thought-provoking material to a bland diet that only confirms what 
they already think.

If you do disagree with a contributor, you may find it helpful to go through 
these three steps. First, think about why you feel uncomfortable. Perhaps this 
is an idea that is new to you, or you are not happy about the way something 
has been expressed. Or there may be something more substantial – you 
may feel that the writer is guilty of sweeping generalisation, factual error, or 
theological or ethical misjudgement. Second, pray that God would use this 
disagreement to teach you more about his word and about yourself. Third, 
have a deeper read about the issue. There are further reading suggestions 
at the end of each writer’s block of notes. And then, do feel free to write to 
the contributor or the editor of Guidelines. We welcome communication, 
by email, phone or letter, as it enables us to discover what has been useful, 
challenging or infuriating for our readers. We don’t always promise to change 
things, but we will always listen and think about your ideas, complaints or 
suggestions. Thank you!

To send feedback, please email enquiries@brf.org.uk, phone +44 (0)1865 
319700 or write to the address shown opposite.
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Helen Paynter writes…
I am delighted to have several new writers to introduce to you this month. 
Terry Griffith has recently completed doctoral work on the Johannine let-
ters. He brings us some of the fruit of his studies in two weeks of readings on 
these important, and often overlooked, letters. Rosie Button has written a 
thoughtful set of notes on leadership in the contemporary world, drawing on 
familiar and less-familiar themes from the life and letters of the apostle Paul.

We also have helpful contributions by two further new writers for us. In 
complementary readings, Paul Williams and Peter Phillips reflect on the rele-
vance and interpretation of the Bible today. In an age when biblical literacy 
in the UK is at a deep low, these themes are important and relevant for us. 

There are familiar names, too. Derek Tidball brings us a set of reflections 
on some of the richness of salvation – a theme ever to be explored, to be 
pondered and to draw us to worship. Derek’s notes help us to do just that.

In Advent, another well-loved contributor, David Kerrigan, will be helping 
us to reflect on the meaning of the kingdom of peace: an ancient and glori-
ous theme whose relevance seems more pressing with every passing year.

It is good to hear once again from the previous editor of Guidelines, David 
Spriggs. For Christmas week, David reflects on some of the readings from the 
traditional Festival of Nine Lessons and Carols, which for so many of us marks 
the beginning of our Christmas celebrations. David draws our attention to 
the original context of these well-known passages and helps us see how such 
an understanding deepens our appreciation of ‘the loving purposes of God’.

While I’ve enjoyed and appreciated all the contributions, there are some 
which stand out for me. Andy Angel’s work on Matthew is thought-provoking 
and illuminating. But it also had me (almost literally, if I weren’t so British) 
standing up and yelling ‘Amen!’ He has conveyed something of the sharp call to 
discipleship that Jesus brought, which years of familiarity may have blunted.

I also loved Kate Bruce’s thoughtful reflections on deep spirituality and how 
it might shape our mission. I appreciate not only the challenging perspectives 
that Kate offers, but also the really beautiful way that she writes.

Another contribution that had me standing up and applauding (silently) was 
Helen Morris’ excellent set of readings highlighting some of the ways that con-
temporary biblical studies can enhance our understanding and appreciation 
of familiar biblical passages. As someone who believes firmly that ‘the Lord 
has yet more light and truth to break forth from his word’, it was wonderful 
to read Helen’s eloquent demonstration of this.

I’m delighted to offer these notes to you. I hope you find them as helpful as 
I do. And I wonder which ones will have you standing up and yelling, ‘Amen!’ 
Do let us know.
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The BRF Prayer
Almighty God, 

you have taught us that your word is a lamp for our feet 
and a light for our path. Help us, and all who prayerfully 

read your word, to deepen our fellowship with you 
and with each other through your love. 

And in so doing may we come to know you more fully, 
love you more truly, and follow more faithfully 

in the steps of your son Jesus Christ, who lives and reigns 
with you and the Holy Spirit, one God forevermore. 

Amen

Were you there? BRF celebrates its centenary in 2022 and we’d 
love you to share your BRF memories with us. We’ve already heard 
from supporters with wonderful stories. Beryl Fudge attended our 
25th anniversary service in Westminster Central Hall in 1947, in the 
presence of the Queen Mother and Princess Margaret. Catharine Heron 
was prepared for confirmation in 1945 by our founder, Canon Leslie 
Mannering, and still has his duplicated notes in their original brown 
cardboard folder.

Do you have a BRF story to tell, whether of events, people, books or 
Bible reading notes? Please email eley.mcainsh@brf.org.uk, call 01865 
319708 or write to Eley McAinsh at BRF, 15 The Chambers, Vineyard, 
Abingdon OX14 3FE, United Kingdom.
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Spirituality and mission 20:20
Kate Bruce

What we see is deeply affected by what we expect to see. Recently, I got 
glasses. Trees in the distance are not blurry. Who knew? As my sight deterior
ated, I had simply accepted blurry vision as the norm. Realising my ‘blindness’ 
was something of a shock. We see what we expect to see, but that doesn’t 
mean we have clear vision. 

How we see the world physically affects how we interact with it. The same 
is true in spiritual terms. There is a clear link between spirituality and mission. 
What takes shape in our words and actions is an expression of our internal 
world (Matthew 15:18). The way we act externally also affects who we are and 
who we are becoming. Our habits shape us. How, then, do we cultivate good 
spiritual habits, holy habits?

Picture a yacht on the sea. The helm is steering a compass bearing. If 
she takes her eye off the compass and fails to attend to the direction of the 
wind and tug of the tidal undercurrents, the boat will drift off course. There is 
something here about intention, attention and focus.

With that in mind, week 1 of these notes will explore an intentional spiritual
ity marked by love, prayer, humility, trust, contemplation and joy. Week 2 will 
explore how this spirituality embraces mission as an expression of divine love, 
listening to God’s Spirit and being honest, imaginative, pastorally attentive 
and confident. 

Christian spirituality is a broad subject, as indeed is mission. These notes 
cannot hope to be exhaustive, but the aim is to stimulate reflection and stir 
us into action.

Unless otherwise stated, Bible quotations are taken from the NRSV.
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1  Love: the foundation of all spirituality

Matthew 22:34–40; 1 Corinthians 13:1–8
Jesus shows us that love is foundational. First, love God with all your being. 
This involves the active intention to steer a certain course. Our love for God 
comes from the knowledge that he loved us first (1 John 4:19); his very nature 
is love (1 John 4:16b). We must begin here. If we try to earn God’s love, we 
will spend our lives motoring along a highway of shoulds and oughts in the 
hope that clocking up enough miles will earn love. That’s a lot of pointless 
travel, given that we are already loved. 

From this foundation Jesus calls us to love others as we love ourselves. 
Many carry the wounds of rejection and profound hurt and wall off the more 
vulnerable parts of themselves, resistant to divine and human love. But to 
grow in love, we must allow ourselves to be loved, admitting to our need and 
vulnerability. This is a journey of learning to trust God and others. The enemies 
of this process are fear and pride, which can rugby-tackle us as we attempt to 
reach out. However, to establish a firm spiritual foundation, we must receive 
love and live from this basis. It doesn’t matter a whit if the journey takes one 
step forwards and two back, as long as the intention is there.

Paul writes about an ongoing spiritual workout, an intentional desire to 
love and live out of love. He highlights the hallmarks of genuine love. It’s 
hard not to wince as we recall our flawed attempts at love – the impatient 
explosions at the kids, unkind words about a colleague, the longing of the 
green-eyed monster, crude behaviour, self-promotion, hot-tempered out-
bursts, ruminating from the place of fearful insecurity over perceived slights 
and so forth. 

Perhaps the image of a training programme might help stave off despair. 
As part of my job I undertake periodic fitness tests. One aspect of the test is 
press-ups. When I began training, a couple of years ago, I couldn’t execute a 
single press-up. I had no upper body strength. With my trainer I began a pro-
gramme of weight training. With focus, time and effort, eventually I managed 
one press up, then two, and built on that. In the same way, in the spiritual 
gymnasium of our lives, what matters is the intent of the human heart: love.
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2  Prayer: God awaits us

Romans 8:26–27; Matthew 6:5–13; 1 Thessalonians 5:17
Words from 1 Thessalonians spring to mind: ‘Pray without ceasing.’ My inner 
nine-year-old pipes up incredulously, ‘Without ceasing? Are you mad? Impos-
sible! The living only do one thing without ceasing: breathing.’ Exactly. Prayer 
is the natural orientation of the heart, just as drawing breath is the natural 
disposition of the living. It’s not that prayer is difficult; it’s that we allow 
everything else to conspire to make it seem so. Prayer is the heart’s true north. 
When we stop fighting and come to rest, we find the presence of God. When 
we stop striving, preening and fretting, and close the door of our inner room 
(actual or metaphorical), there is God – waiting, welcoming our stumbling 
attempts, drawing us into silence. In this quiet place we come before Abba, 
knowing and being known. All our gifts, wounds and scars are seen. God 
knows every desire of our hearts – the good, the bad and the ugly – and asks 
that we hand all to him in trust.

In the Lord’s Prayer, Jesus gives us the shape and content of our prayers. 
Paul reminds us that God breathes his prayer in us. This is the heart’s true 
north, if we would simply relax and trust. The needle of our intention flickers 
about as we resist this union. In fear, we flee from such prayer into the control 
room of our imagined self-shaped destiny. This concrete bunker is a lonely, 
futile place.

We are not left alone, struggling to shape a worthy prayer, hammering it 
out on the anvil of self-righteousness. Our spirituality grows out of openness 
to God praying in us, shaping our babbling, moulding it into his prayer for 
us and for the world.

If I said to you, ‘Breathe without ceasing,’ you’d look at me as though I were 
mad. ‘I can’t help breathing. I’m a natural at it,’ you would reply. If we could 
grasp the simple wisdom of applying this to prayer, we would rediscover the 
contemplative trust of the child absorbed in the moment: trusting, drinking 
it all in, shaping and being shaped. If we would stop being so grown-up, 
proud and pompous, we might discover the truth: ‘I can’t help praying. I’m 
a natural at it.’
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3  Humility: ‘We have this treasure in clay jars’

2 Corinthians 4:7; Luke 18:9–14; Romans 7:14–25
Pride is a block to spirituality. When pride has us in its grip, we live in a hall 
of distorting mirrors in which our finer points are magnified until we cannot 
truly see ourselves; our frailties skulk in shadow, fearful of discovery. 

Jesus tells the parable of the Pharisee and the tax-collector to those who 
are hostages in the house of pride. The tax-collector understands humility. He 
is made of clay, and he knows it. From his self-knowledge he cries for God’s 
mercy. In contrast, the Pharisee is the boastful, self-made man. He acts as 
though God doesn’t see him with 20/20 clarity; he is all spin and bluster – a 
peddler of fake news. We cannot present our best side to God and hope to 
airbrush the rest out. To even attempt this is profoundly counterproductive. 
God sees us as we are and meets us in this reality. To play the Pharisee card 
is the equivalent to going to the doctor with a major infection and claiming 
to be in tip-top health. Unless we acknowledge our sickness, how can we be 
healed? Notice that it is the tax-collector who goes home justified before God. 
The Pharisee leaves as he arrived: lost.

Humility before God breeds confidence in God. Look at Paul, who had 
every reason to feel he was ‘the man’. However, he recognised that all his 
human standing paled to nothing before the ‘surpassing value of knowing 
Christ Jesus my Lord’ (Philippians 3:8). He writes in Romans of his human 
weakness, his inability to do the good he wants to do, the recognition of the 
power of sin at work in him. He speaks with honesty about this struggle and 
expresses confidence in Jesus who will rescue him. 

Humility before others breeds compassion and forges connections. When I 
am honest about my failures, I make space for you to be honest about yours. 
We are not in competition, but are forging an alliance based on love. 

Humility before God opens possibilities, while pride simply bolts the door. 
The humble heart says to God, ‘Potter, throw me on the wheel again, for I 
cannot make myself.’ The process of new creation begins. Here is hope.
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4  Trust: ‘Underneath are the everlasting arms’

Matthew 7:7–12; Isaiah 43:1–7
Picture a child on the edge of a pool, in which her parent stands ready to catch 
her. Look at how she hurls herself off the side, trusting the arms beneath to 
catch her. It’s a deeply appealing image. Jesus paints a picture of God as one 
to be utterly trusted, the giver of good gifts. Isaiah speaks of God who rescues 
his people because they are precious, honoured and beloved daughters and 
sons. Fierce love seeks to elicit deep trust. 

Sadly, many children and vulnerable adults have been offered the equiva-
lent of stones by people whose duty was to provide care and nurture. How 
easily mistrust can corrode the human heart. One of the greatest spiritual 
challenges we face, as a result of the abuse scandal, is lack of trust in the 
church, which easily distorts trust in God. For those whose capacity to trust 
has been deeply damaged by abuse, the idea of such trust may be profoundly 
challenging. Mistrust locks people up in citadels, where the illusion of control 
brings a degree of comfort but limits the capacity to receive love, to see God 
at work and to allow this perception to deepen trust. Trust invites us to lower 
the drawbridges and allow God over the threshold. How do we do this? It is 
an act of trust to whisper anxieties and legitimate fears into the divine ear. 
Trust is still trust, however slowly it moves.

Frequently, God’s reassurance to ‘be not afraid’ is followed by dynamic 
change and opportunity. Abraham, Moses, Joshua, Samuel, Elijah, Jeremiah, 
Ezekiel, the people of Israel – are all offered reassurance at moments of invi-
tation to new possibility. This call to trust is most clear in Gabriel’s words to 
Mary: ‘Do not be afraid’ (Luke 1:30). Trust opens doors to possibilities: the 
possibility of hope, healing and new life. This call to trust is not a pink, fluffy 
invitation to an easy life. Trust does not erase pain and struggle – just ask 
Mary! However, it is a call to deeper union with God and deeper connection 
with each other.

We may not identify with the child who hurls herself with abandon into 
the waiting arms. However, the willingness to approach those arms, however 
hesitantly, is an act of spiritual courage and strength. It doesn’t matter how 
we reach God: one giant leap of faith or many small steps of trust. Either way, 
‘underneath are the everlasting arms’ (Deuteronomy 33:27, NIV).
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5  Contemplation: ‘Consider the lilies’

Matthew 6:25–34; 13:31–32
To contemplate is to look beyond the obvious to what lies within. Often we 
rush, hurrying to ensure all bases are covered, all needs met, all targets hit. 
Jesus’ words in Matthew 6 are a balm to the anxious soul. To consider the 
birds of the air and the lilies of the field, we first have to stop and notice. Half 
the time we are not looking, so we miss the wisdom God imparts. Sunlight 
catching a droplet of water on a blade of grass is infinitely more valuable than 
the most expensive diamond; you cannot own it, chisel it, shape and set it. 
It just is: beautiful, simple and there – pure gift. How many gifts do we fail to 
see because we are sleepwalking through life? 

Jesus’ teaching is often based on what he notices in the world around 
him and how this speaks of God. He does not despise the little and the local, 
seeing here the rich potential to teach deep spiritual truth. Contemplating 
the natural world leads him to encourage his friends not to worry. Then, as 
now, worry is carbon monoxide to the soul. Contemplation, seeing clearly, 
brings in fresh air.

Contemplation helps us to notice potential in the smallest of things. Jesus 
sees potential in a mustard seed to grow into something marvellous. How 
often do we write things off as too small, too insignificant, too little? The 
contemplative heart knows that smiling at a stranger can lift their heart, 
courtesy to another driver can avert a world of road rage and a gentle word 
can turn aside a torrent of abuse.

Contemplation slows us down in a world that is often rushing relent-
lessly; then we start to really notice. Such seeing is deeply sustaining. My late 
spiritual director once asked me, at a point when my mood was low and my 
faith wobbly, ‘Why do you keep on going on this spiritual path?’ I pondered 
for a while and the answer came to me, ‘Because of green.’ We sat in silence 
considering this rather odd answer. It came from my walk to work. Many 
times, I had noticed the variety of green in the canopy and undergrowth, more 
shades than I could count. Somehow, this noticing sustained me when life 
seemed drab, giving hope, faith and strength, reminding me of the infinite 
creativity of God.
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6   Joy: ‘May those who sow in tears reap with 
shouts of joy’

Psalm 126:5; Isaiah 61:1–4; Philippians 4:4–7
Joy is a word that could do with being freed from association with saccha-
rine, trite sentiment. In a world where cynicism and bitterness often rule the 
day, the image of joy skipping along in pink satin, waving a cross-stitched 
motivational Bible verse is not going to cut it. In a context where the spectres 
of racism, abuse, violation, hunger and suffering stalk about with impunity, 
where the dividing line between real and fake news is presented as porous, 
a weak understanding of genuine joy is going to get bulldozed. 

Genuine joy does not glitter-coat life’s challenges and say, ‘There, there, it’s 
all alright.’ Joy, rooted deep in the knowledge of the Lord, who saw beyond 
the suffering of the cross without denying its reality, is well able to gaze 
into despairing eyes with compassion. Such joy sits with the oppressed, the 
broken-hearted and the downtrodden and holds out hope. In gentleness, joy 
reframes the suffering against the greater backdrop of God’s loving reality, 
offering comfort in this process. Joy can coexist with tears and grief, and has 
no need to whitewash pain and suffering. Joy receives the ashes of despair 
with great care, knowing that there will be a garland, but aware that in the 
waiting there is profound pain.

This is as much decision as emotion; it lies in the resolve to trust and 
hope in God’s present loving kindness. Joy refuses to be squashed by the 
forces of despair or the agencies of cynicism and hatred. Joy is gutsy, faithful, 
determined and ultimately hopeful. When people are jaded and tired, when 
politics seems bewildering and mistrust is rife, the world needs people who 
are grounded and joyful. 

Joy understands that death never has the last word. Joy laughs with delight 
at the case of mistaken identity in that garden in the early morning light. Joy 
is confident in the day when sorrow and sighing will flee away. 

A spirituality marked by joy is full of hope, bathed in compassion, willing 
to sit in dark places, but always looking for the light. Joy is a repairer and a 
healer. ‘May those who sow in tears reap with shouts of joy’ (Psalm 126:5). 
Bring on the joy!
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Guidelines
• I’ve offered six virtues: love, prayer, humility, trust, contemplation and 

joy. Limited to six, what spiritual attributes would you select and why?

• Jesus said, ‘You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, and with 
all your soul, and with all your mind’ (Matthew 22:37). Ponder each word – 
‘heart’, ‘soul’ and ‘mind’ – and ask what it means to love God with each 
part of yourself now, in the midst of your everyday life.

• Jesus also said, ‘You shall love your neighbour as yourself’ (Matthew 22:39). 
In what ways do you love yourself?

• Take five minutes today to stop and breathe – to recognise that God 
breathes prayer in and through you.

• Do you identify readily with the child who hurls herself into her parent’s 
arms, or are you more hesitant? Talk to God about this.

• Take a walk, or sit in the open, and notice. Look at the plants, the varieties 
of colour. Listen to the sounds. Notice the insects. Pay attention to people 
around you. Notice without judgement. Be present to God in the moment. 
Behold and know you are being beheld.

• Whatever you face at the moment, what does the decision to be joyful 
mean? Remember joy is not a denial of pain, but the decision to acknowl-
edge suffering and look beyond it in hope.

• Look back over the notes this week. Has anything been particularly helpful 
or unhelpful? Notice this and bring it to God. 
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